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ABSTRACT
State of the art exoplanet transit surveys are producing ever increasing quantities of
data. To make the best use of this resource, in detecting interesting planetary systems
or in determining accurate planetary population statistics, requires new automated
methods. Here we describe a machine learning algorithm that forms an integral part
of the pipeline for the NGTS transit survey, demonstrating the efficacy of machine
learning in selecting planetary candidates from multi-night ground based survey data.
Our method uses a combination of random forests and self-organising-maps to rank
planetary candidates, achieving an AUC score of 97.6% in ranking 12368 injected
planets against 27496 false positives in the NGTS data. We build on past examples
by using injected transit signals to form a training set, a necessary development for
applying similar methods to upcoming surveys. We also make the autovet code used to
implement the algorithm publicly accessible. autovet is designed to perform machine
learned vetting of planetary candidates, and can utilise a variety of methods. The
apparent robustness of machine learning techniques, whether on space-based or the
qualitatively different ground-based data, highlights their importance to future surveys
such as TESS and PLATO and the need to better understand their advantages and
pitfalls in an exoplanetary context.
Key words: planets and satellites: detection, planets and satellites: general, methods:
data analysis, methods: statistical
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1 INTRODUCTION
The detection of exoplanets through photometric observa-
tion of transits has driven the field in recent years. Progress
has been made from hard fought discoveries of single giant
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planets to large scale surveys capable of finding thousands
of Earth, Neptune and Jupiter sized planets (Charbonneau
et al. 2000; Bouchy et al. 2005; Collier Cameron et al. 2007a;
Bakos et al. 2007; Borucki et al. 2010; Morton et al. 2016;
Thompson et al. 2017). Future progress will focus on a com-
bination of single rare or interesting systems alongside large
scale population studies highlighting trends in the distribu-
tion and occurrence of planets.
A typical search for transiting planets might follow the
process of 1) detrending the data (e.g. Stumpe et al. 2012;
Smith et al. 2012; Tamuz et al. 2005), 2) running a search
algorithm for transiting planetary signals (Collier Cameron
et al. 2006; Kovacs et al. 2002; Mislis et al. 2015; Pearson
et al. 2018), 3) vetting the results to produce a candidate list
(e.g. Kepler ’s Robovetter, Coughlin et al. 2016), and 4) fol-
lowing up or validating these candidates to find new planets
(Dı´az et al. 2014; Morton 2012; Santerne et al. 2015; Torres
et al. 2015). Step 3, vetting, often involves significant human
input, whether by ‘eyeballing’ each significant signal or by
setting thresholds on a series of semi-automated tests. This
is especially true when considering ground based surveys
(Bakos et al. 2004, 2013; McCullough et al. 2005; Alonso
et al. 2004; Pollacco et al. 2006; Pepper et al. 2007; Wheat-
ley et al. 2017), which must typically deal with more com-
plex window functions and atmospheric noise sources than
a space-based survey. Methods have been published to auto-
mate vetting in the past, with McCauliff et al. (2015) apply-
ing random forests to classify Kepler candidates, Thompson
et al. (2015) and Armstrong et al. (2017) clustering Kepler
and K2 candidate lightcurves with similar shapes and using
the results to classify candidates, and Shallue & Vanderburg
(2017) applying neural nets to the classification of Kepler
TCEs into planet candidates or false positives. These meth-
ods aim to build towards a situation where the process of
planet detection can be fully automated, with the long term
goal of combining steps 3 and 4; although planet validation
on a large scale has been performed (Crossfield et al. 2016;
Morton et al. 2016), this relies on significant human input
prior to and during the process, and there is the potential
for problems if care is not taken on individual candidates
(Cabrera et al. 2017; Shporer et al. 2017).
Automation is both desirable and necessary. Future sur-
veys will produce quantities of lightcurves and candidates
beyond the scope of most methods. The soon to be launched
TESS satellite (Ricker et al. 2014) is expected to observe
tens of thousands of planets and hundreds of thousands of
false positives, among 108 targets (Sullivan et al. 2015). Far
more apparently significant signals will need rejecting, as a
result of instrumental or stellar noise. Robustly automat-
ing the process will be necessary for dealing with this data
quantity, and crucial for considering statistical properties of
the planet population. Testing and removing human bias
in the selection process is non-trivial, and repeatable auto-
mated methods allow for sensitivity testing and quantifiable
debiasing.
The only machine learning work in the exoplanet field
applied to ground-based data to date is Dittmann et al.
(2017), who used a neural net to identify ‘trigger’ events
from single images of MEarth data. In this paper we present
a technique to rank planetary candidates from the NGTS
survey (Wheatley et al. 2017), using ground-based data
taken over several months for 46470 target objects, sub-
ject to the usual weather and visibility constraints. As such,
the window function and noise properties of the data are
among the most complex to have machine learning applied
in an exoplanetary context. The method builds on that tri-
alled on Kepler in McCauliff et al. (2015), with different
features targeting ground-based data, and the addition of a
self-organising-map to characterise signal shape efficiently.
We aim to improve the survey pipeline through automatic
ranking and selection of candidates, while demonstrating
the method’s applicability to an increased quantity of data
with complex noise sources, in preparation for future sur-
veys. Here we focus on the vetting procedure (the step from
significant signals to planetary candidates) but the method
has the potential to be expanded to include validation (plan-
etary candidates to validated planets) in future.
We draw established techniques from the machine learn-
ing field, utilising random forests (Breiman 2001) and self-
organising-maps (Kohonen 1982). Each has been demon-
strated in an astrophysical context, in the realm of classi-
fying stellar variability (Eyer & Blake 2005; Mahabal et al.
2008; Blomme et al. 2010; Debosscher et al. 2011; Brink
et al. 2013; Nun et al. 2014; Richards et al. 2012; Brett
et al. 2004; Masci et al. 2014; Farrell et al. 2015), quasars
(Carrasco et al. 2015), redshifts (Carrasco Kind & Brunner
2014), solar flares (Liu et al. 2017) and asteroids (Huang
et al. 2017), to name but a few.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe the NGTS survey and the context of this method in
the pipeline. In Section 3 we describe our training sets and
testing strategy for the models. In Section 4 we describe our
methodology and hyperparameter choices, followed by Re-
sults in Section 5, tests to guard against bias and overfitting
in Section 6, and we conclude in Section 7.
2 THE NGTS SURVEY
2.1 Overview
NGTS is a facility dedicated to detecting super-Earth and
greater sized planets, through providing photometry at ex-
tremely high precision from the ground. NGTS obtains pho-
tometry at 0.1% precision in 1 hour on stars brighter than
13th magnitude through a combination of focused design
and extremely stable autoguiding (McCormac et al. 2013,
2017). With a red-sensitive filter, the mission is optimised
for the detection of small planets around K and early M
stars. In total, NGTS is predicted to find ∼300 new exoplan-
ets and ∼5600 eclipsing binaries (Gu¨nther et al. 2017). The
NGTS facility consists of 12 20cm f/2.8 telescopes sited at
Cerro Paranal, Chile, using back-illuminated deep-depletion
CCD cameras. Data is taken using one of the telescopes for
each field, with each telescope typically observing two fields
per night. Fields are not typically reobserved after the end
of an observing season. At the point of writing, 10s cadence
lightcurves for 46470 targets for on average 500 hours each
spread over 250 nights were available for development and
testing. See Wheatley et al. (2017) for a full description of
the facility, data collection strategy and photometry reduc-
tion.
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2.2 Candidate Detection
Potential planetary transit signals are searched for using an
implementation of the BLS algorithm, named orion, which
has been used for the majority of transit detections in the
WASP project. The most significant five periodogram peaks
are extracted for each target, with each peak assigned a
rank from 1 to 5 ordered by the BLS signal strength. orion
removes periods within 5% of 1d or 2d before selecting the
top 5 peaks. Peak periods which occur on a large number
of objects in the same field are then removed (see Section 3
for detail), including any remaining near further aliases of 1
day. This leads to up to 5 periodogram peaks being used as
separate detected candidates for each observed target, with
less if some were removed. The large majority of these peaks
represent instrumental signatures, harmonics, or other non-
planetary signals.
2.3 Context
Typically, the strongest signal in each lightcurve would be
checked by a team of researchers looking for plausible plane-
tary transits, and the best signals passed on for further pho-
tometric or spectroscopic follow-up. This human eyeballing
is time intensive and can lead to complex biases in the sig-
nals selected, particularly for shallow marginal candidates,
while also ignoring secondary BLS peaks on a target. The
aim of this paper is to take steps towards automating this
process, using machine learning algorithms to initially rank
the candidate signals seen by researchers in order of their
likelihood to be a planet, and with the eventual goal of re-
moving human selection from the process entirely. Similar
techniques have shown demonstrable success using space-
based lightcurves; here we wish to extend the technique to
the often more challenging ground-based data. The proce-
dure implemented and tested here forms part of the data
processing pipeline for NGTS, and is currently used to rank
candidates before they are seen by researchers. After fur-
ther testing and development ranking may extend to actual
selection of targets for followup.
3 TRAINING AND TEST SETS
3.1 Training
‘Supervised’ machine learning techniques require a training
set, a distribution of examples designed to teach the algo-
rithm how certain classes of signal appear. In a mature sur-
vey, a set of already detected planets and false positives
could be used. However, for practical use it is necessary to
implement these algorithms at an earlier stage, where no
such set exists for the survey in question. Planets detected
using other facilities have different quantities and qualities
of data available, and have survey dependent parameter dis-
tributions, complicating their use. As such we turn to syn-
thetic, injected planets.
Initially, we must generate model parameters for the
star and injected planet. We randomly select actually ob-
served NGTS targets, limiting the stellar magnitude from
9-14. Stellar effective temperature is then estimated using
the 2MASS J-H colour for these targets, following Col-
lier Cameron et al. (2007b), through
Teff = −4369.5 (J −H) + 7188.2 (1)
with stellar radius R∗ estimated from Teff through
R∗
R
= −3.925× 10−14(Teff)4 + 8.3909× 10−10(Teff)3
− 6.555× 10−6(Teff)2 + 0.02245(Teff)− 27.9788 (2)
and stellar mass M∗ estimated as
M∗
M
=
(
R∗
R
)−0.8
(3)
These relations are valid for single main sequence stars
with 4000K < Teff < 7000K with a scatter around the rela-
tion of order 100K (Collier Cameron et al. 2007b). Transit
parameters are drawn as uniform in log radius ratio between
0.1 and 2%, uniform in orbital period between 0.35 and 20d,
and uniform in impact parameter, allowing for grazing tran-
sits. We inject transits into 6 observing fields, and verify
later that this does not bias results on the other fields. Model
transits are injected into NGTS lightcurves prior to detrend-
ing. As such any effects of the detrending pipeline should be
incorporated in the final lightcurve. Modified lightcurves are
then searched for transits using the same BLS implementa-
tion as for the normal survey, and only those lightcurves
where the injected signal was detected are put forward for
use in our training set. As such the distribution of synthetic
transits is affected by the NGTS sensitivity profile, and only
transits which we could plausibly detect are used for train-
ing.
A training set is similarly needed for false positives, sig-
nals which may be flagged by the BLS algorithm but are not
planetary in origin. In this instance such signals can include
both instrumental artefacts (data gaps, remnant trends, etc)
and astrophysical false positives (e.g. contaminating eclips-
ing binaries). The ideal training set for this group is the real
detected candidates themselves. By using these candidates,
we have the exact distribution of signals produced by the
algorithm. Of course, within this set are some real planets,
which represent the overall targets of the survey. Hence, we
are proceeding under the assumption that the large major-
ity of flagged signals are not planetary in origin and as such
overwhelm the true planets present.
To limit the computational resources required, for both
sets we apply a cut, removing candidate peaks which a)
match another peak’s period on the same object to within
0.2% (removing all but the strongest peak) or b) match a pe-
riod which shows an abnormal prevalence within an object’s
observed field, with greater than 5 other candidates show-
ing a period within 0.2%. For context, fields had a median
of 2354 candidates after removal of matching peaks on the
same object, with fields ranging between 756 and 5708. The
aim of the cuts is to remove both alias periods on integer
days caused by the observing pattern, as well as systematic
noise periods connected to a particular field. The combina-
tion of targets, detrending, data quality and window func-
tion for a field can lead to spurious BLS detections which
are common to several stars. In the latest run of NGTS data
on all observed fields, the period cuts reduce the number of
candidates to study from 188588 to 34668 (noting that one
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target object can have up to 5 candidates). There is some
risk in applying this cut, as real planets with orbital periods
very close to integer days would typically be removed from
all fields. An example is WASP-131b (Hellier et al. 2017),
which lies in an NGTS field but was not observed for long
enough to obtain a full transit. However, such planets are
extremely hard to detect from the ground regardless due to
observing window aliases. We further remove any candidate
where any of our calculated features returned a null result
(typically poor quality lightcurves with very high noise or
few datapoints).
We use two versions of the NGTS pipeline during
the development and testing phases. These are known as
‘TEST18’, which after the above cuts contains 20166 can-
didates and 11005 synthetic injections, and the more devel-
oped ‘CYCLE1706’, which again after cuts contains 27496
candidates and 12368 injections.
3.2 Testing
Typically, the development of a machine learning algorithm
incorporates initial training on the training set, development
of model parameters and other meta-choices using cross-
validation on this training set, and final testing on an in-
dependent, not before seen test set. We adapt this to our
survey by performing initial training and development on
one iteration of the NGTS pipeline (TEST18), using cross-
validation to test and verify feature selection and model pa-
rameters. We then test the models on a later version of the
pipeline which became available during development (CY-
CLE1706). Note that in the end, models are trained using
CYCLE1706 data and injections, and tested using cross-
validation - but no model parameter choices or developmen-
tal decisions are made at this point, and hence the effect
will be the same as the standard method. We appreciate
that this is an unorthodox method for ensuring testing va-
lidity, but closely matches how the models will be used in
practice; pipeline versions are continuously updated, and at
each stage the models will be re-trained and applied on the
new pipeline data, without new model development. To re-
inforce our test, we also perform a more typical training-test
set analysis where the models are trained on the bulk of CY-
CLE1706 data then tested using a single field of CYCLE1706
data not before seen by the classifier, which produced simi-
lar results although with more limited numbers. The scores
from these tests are presented in Section 5.
4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 Choice of techniques
A wide array of machine learning techniques have been ex-
plored in the literature, with popular methods including
deep neural nets (LeCun et al. 2015; Shallue & Vanderburg
2017) and a variety of ensemble classifiers including Random
Forests (Breiman 2001, hereafter RFs). Here we opt to use
a combination of RFs with an unsupervised method, the
self-organising-map (Kohonen 1982, hereafter SOM). This
combination has been demonstrated successfully in the past
for classifying variable stars (Armstrong et al. 2016) and the
separate methods have both been demonstrated in a tran-
siting exoplanet context (McCauliff et al. 2015; Armstrong
et al. 2017). RFs have the advantage of being robust to vary-
ing data gaps and durations (field-to-field for example), as
they deal with features extracted from the lightcurve rather
than the lightcurve itself. RFs are also naturally extend-
able to include additional information, such as GAIA de-
rived stellar parameters in the future, and in principle can
be applied directly to other surveys or datasets to search for
planets, although experience suggests this is rarely simple for
any method. Finally, RFs allow a degree of interpretability,
in terms of showing which features have the most determin-
istic power; this is a useful property for finding areas of po-
tential weakness and bias in our models, and understanding
how potential candidates are viewed by the model.
4.2 SOM
A SOM is a form of unsupervised machine learning, not re-
quiring any training set. A SOM will cluster groups of inputs
based on their proximity to each other, defining that prox-
imity as the Euclidean distance between input points. We
give an overview of the technique here; for more detail we
refer the reader to Armstrong et al. (2016) for the setup and
training methodology and Armstrong et al. (2017) for ap-
plication to exoplanets and extraction of the features used.
The SOM used here consists of a 20x20 grid of ‘pix-
els’, with each pixel consisting of a template transit. The
grid is known as the Kohonen layer. The pixel templates are
initialised randomly; as the SOM is trained they are per-
muted to resemble different shapes in the inputs. To train
the SOM we use binned phase-folded lightcurve shapes, us-
ing periods, epochs and transit durations output from the
transit search. Phase-folded lightcurves were cut to a win-
dow covering three transit durations, centred on the candi-
date transit, then binned into 20 equal-width bins. As such
each SOM pixel has 20 values associated with it. Bin val-
ues were the weighted mean of all datapoints in the bin,
using inverse square flux errors as the weights. We then nor-
malise each transit such that the bottom of the transit has
flux value 0, and the baseline value 1, measured using the
lowest and highest quarter of points respectively. As such
depth and duration information is removed. We randomly
downsampled the real candidates to match the synthetic in-
jections such that 11005 examples were available for each
class, to give balanced inputs.
The training process then proceeds as follows. The input
parameters are the initial learning rate, α0, which influences
the rate at which pixels in the Kohonen layer are adjusted,
and the initial learning radius, σ0, which affects the size of
groups that emerge. Initially each pixel is randomised so that
each of its 20 elements lies between 0 and 1, as our binned
transits have been scaled to this range. For each of a series
of iterations, each input is compared to the Kohonen layer.
The best matching pixel in the layer is found, via minimising
the Euclidean distance between the pixel elements and the
input. Each element in each pixel in the layer is then updated
according to the expression
mxy,k,new = αe
−d2xy
2σ2 (sk −mxy,k,old) (4)
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where mxy,k is the value m of the pixel at coordinates x,y
and element k in the binned transit, dxy is the euclidean
distance of that pixel from the best matching pixel in the
layer, and sk is the kth element of the considered input tran-
sit. Note that distances are continued across the Kohonen
layer boundaries, i.e. they are periodic. Once this has been
performed for each phase curve, α and σ are updated ac-
cording to
σ = σ0e
(−i∗log(r)
niter
)
(5)
α = α0
(
1− i
niter
)
(6)
where i is the current iteration, and r is the size of the largest
dimension of the Kohonen layer. This is then repeated for
niter iterations.
It is possible to use different functional forms for the
evolution of α and σ; typically a linear or exponential decay
is used. Brett et al. (2004) found that the performance of the
SOM was largely unimpeded by the choice of form or initial
value, as long as the learning rate does not drop too quickly.
We find satisfactory results for the expressions above and
values of α0 = 0.1 and σ0 = 20, using niter = 300 iterations.
The resulting distribution of candidates in the trained
SOM is shown in Figure 1, and example trained pixel tem-
plates in Figure 2. The degree of clustering shown demon-
strates that the method is still powerful even on the very
different candidates arising from a ground based survey, as
compared to Kepler where it was previously tested. In this
case, rather than separating planetary candidates from false
positives such as blended eclipsing binaries, the SOM is sep-
arating planetary candidates from a wide range of noise
sources, astrophysical and instrumental, presented by the
data. The location of a given candidate on the SOM is con-
verted into the statistic θ1, which is described in Armstrong
et al. (2017). The distribution of θ1 for each class is shown
in Figure 3, and as expected from the observed clustering
proves a powerful diagnostic in its own right.
The code used to implement the SOM can be found
at 1, and is an extension of the SOM incorporated in the
PyMVPA Python package (Hanke et al. 2009).
4.3 Random Forest
Random Forests (Breiman 2001) are a versatile and effective
machine learning technique. A RF classifier uses an ensem-
ble of Decision Trees to perform classifications, using a set
of input features. In our case features are extracted from the
lightcurves and described below. Each tree attempts to inde-
pendently classify a given input. A RF uses multiple trees to
reduce the variance and bias of the model, through provid-
ing each tree with only a random subset of the available fea-
tures. Each tree makes a choice between the available classes
for the input using the information available to it, and the
final output ‘probability’ is the fraction of trees which de-
cided on each class. RFs are a supervised method requiring a
training set, and are extremely versatile, assigning probabil-
ities when classifying and so allowing ranking of candidates.
1 https://github.com/DJArmstrong/TransitSOM
RFs have been extensively discussed elsewhere, and we refer
the reader to Richards et al. (2011, 2012); McCauliff et al.
(2015); Armstrong et al. (2016) and multiple others for detail
of their methodology, tree classification methods and exam-
ples of their use in an astronomical context. Our autovet
code is a wrapper for the RF built into the scikit-learn
module (Pedregosa et al. 2011). The code can be found at
2.
4.4 Features
A Random Forest uses features passed to it to perform clas-
sifications. These features could be any relevant data, such
as planet radius or the θ1 statistic discussed above. RFs are
typically robust to uninformative features, meaning several
can be trialled when building a classifier. We extract fea-
tures based on the signal detection, the transit and fits to
it, the overall phase folded lightcurve and several diagnos-
tics designed to spot instrumental artefacts. The features we
implement are shown in Table 1.
Initially we included several additional features incor-
porating information on noise inherent in the lightcurve:
the root-mean-square, point-to-point percentiles, and me-
dian average deviation for example. During development it
became clear that these features were surprisingly unhelp-
ful; firstly, they only convey information indirectly, in that
higher lightcurve noise only means a reduced chance of a
planet for some transit and planet configurations. Secondly,
as our synthetic injections were only injected into some fields
due to computing constraints, using lightcurve noise related
features biased the results to candidate lightcurves match-
ing the distribution of noise in those fields. Fainter stars,
more blended fields, and to an extent even poorly repre-
sented telescopes became downweighted, in a way that was
hard to recover. We found that the simplest method to avoid
these issues was to remove such features entirely. We show
the effect this has on classifier performance in Section 5.
There is a philosophical choice to make with regards
to the features one makes available. One option is to incor-
porate knowledge of the known planet distribution; planets
of a certain radius and orbital period are more likely than
others, for example (Fressin et al. 2013). If trying to form a
physically valid estimate of the likelihood that a given signal
is a planet, then such an approach is likely necessary, but
would require an accurate knowledge of the planet distribu-
tion, and care as to how this distribution was reflected in
the output from the survey and synthetic transits used to
train the model. Incorporating this information is somewhat
analogous to adding a prior to the model.
However, when performing a blind search, incorporating
knowledge of the ‘known’ planet distribution risks biasing
the output rankings towards what you expect. This is par-
ticularly troublesome when considering new planet searches,
as each survey has its own distribution of target stars and
data characteristics, which will cause subtle or not-so-subtle
effects in the observed planet distribution. Deliberately ig-
noring knowledge of some parameters, such as planetary ra-
dius, is then analogous to using an uninformative prior. The
best approach is situation dependent and far from clear cut.
2 https://github.com/DJArmstrong/autovet
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Figure 1. Histograms of positions on the trained 2 dimensional SOM for real candidates (left) and synthetic transit injections (right).
Note the separation of the two groups.
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Figure 2. The SOM pixel templates for four key locations in Fig-
ure 1, one planetary (blue) and three non-planetary (red). Clock-
wise from top left the pixel indices are [15,0], [16,11], [4,16], [1,16]
([x,y] format).
Here in the context of a blind search using a new survey, we
opt to exclude the planet radius and orbital period as direct
parameters in an attempt to leave the resultant classifica-
tions as independent of prior knowledge as possible, and to
avoid potential pitfalls resulting from incomplete informa-
tion in our synthetic transit distribution. We do however
include the directly fitted depth and duration of the transit
signal, which while connected to the planet radius and or-
bital period provide strong constraints on eclipsing binaries.
Our injected transits are also limited by the parameter
distributions used. In particular, the transit depths injected
were between 0.1 and 2%. Several planetary systems have
transits larger than this depth, such as NGTS-1b (Bayliss
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Figure 3. Distribution of θ1 for real candidates (blue) and syn-
thetic transit injections (orange). The clustering evident in Figure
1 leads to distinct distributions in θ1.
et al. 2017), and are as such likely to be downweighted. In-
cluding transit depth in the model is desirable as it is a
strong predictor for eclipsing binaries. We ameliorate this
issue by proceeding with two parallel models, one including
transit depth related features (WD-RF) and one without
(ND-RF), which will be each be tested. The features shown
in italics in Table 1 are the ones removed in the ND-RF
model. The TransitSNR feature is included in both models,
despite being related to the transit depth, as we found it was
integral to model performance. Leaving TransitSNR in still
allowed deep transits to be recovered in the ND-RF model
during testing.
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Table 1. Features passed to the RF, ordered by feature importance calculated using the TEST18 data. A random feature was included
for calibration, but not used in final classifications. Features in italics are dropped for the no-depth RF.
Feature Importance Description
SOM θ1 0.21593 Transit shape statistic (Armstrong et al. 2017)
TransitSNR 0.13951 Transit depth over standard deviation of out of transit lightcurve
SOM Distance 0.10820 Distance of transit shape to nearest SOM pixel
Trapfit t14phase 0.06803 Transit duration 1st to 4th contact points from trapezoid fit, phase units
Trapfit depth 0.06652 Depth of trapezoid fit, relative
Fit aovrstar 0.06438 Semi-major axis of transit fit, units of stellar radius
RANK 0.05769 Rank of BLS detection on that candidate
Even Trapfit depth 0.03752 As Trapfit depth, even transits only
Fit rprstar 0.03560 Planet to star radius ratio from transit fit
Odd Trapfit Depth 0.03385 As Trapfit depth, odd transits only
GAP RATIO 0.02847 Fractional width of largest gap in phase-fold
NPTS TRANSIT 0.02038 Number of datapoints in transit
Even Fit rprstar 0.01529 As Fit rprstar, even transits only
DELTA CHISQ 0.01502 Difference in χ2 for BLS detection peak against baseline
Odd Fit rprstar 0.01236 As Fit rprstar, odd transits only
NBOUND IN TRANS 0.01054 Number of night-boundaries within the transit box
AMP ELLIPSE 0.00752 Amplitude of ellipsoidal variation in the lightcurve
MaxSecDepth 0.00671 Maximum depth of a secondary eclipse
ntransits 0.00589 Number of observed transits
MaxSecSig 0.00567 Maximum secondary eclipse significance
SN ELLIPSE 0.00513 SNR of ellipsoidal variation
SN ANTI 0.00503 SNR of strongest inverse transit detection
Full partial tdurratio 0.00429 Ratio of Trapfit t14phase to Trapfit t23phase
SDE 0.00407 BLS detection SDE
PointDensity ingress 0.00373 Density of points in ingress relative to average density in lightcurve
PointDensity transit 0.00345 Density of points in transit relative to average point density of lightcurve
Even Odd trapdurratio 0.00265 Duration ratio (1st to 4th contact) between trapezoid fits to even and odd transits
Scatter transit 0.00201 Standard deviation of points in transit relative to that of lightcurve
Even Full partial tdurratio 0.00189 Full partial tdurratio for even transits only
MaxSecSelfSig 0.00181 Maximum secondary eclipse significance, normalised by other secondary detections
Even Odd depthdiff fractional 0.00180 Fractional depth difference between odd and even transit fits
Even Odd trapdepthratio 0.00178 Depth ratio between trapezoid fits to even and odd transits
Odd Full partial tdurratio 0.00132 Full partial tdurratio for odd transits only
Fit depthSNR 0.00116 Depth from transit fit normalised by fit error
Fit chisq 0.00115 Best fitting χ2 of transit model
Odd Fit depthSNR 0.00096 Fit depthSNR for odd transits only
missingDataFlag 0.00091 Fraction of missing data within 2.5 transit durations of transit
Even Odd depthratio 0.00087 Depth ratio between fits to even and odd transits
Even Fit depthSNR 0.00087 Fit depthSNR for even transits only
Random 0.00066 Random feature
MaxSecPhase 0.00063 Phase of maximum detected secondary eclipse
4.5 Transit Fitting
Several of the features in Table 1 are derived from fits to
the candidate signal, either to the whole lightcurve or to
even or odd transits only. We perform two fits, one using
a Mandel-Agol transit model (Mandel & Agol 2002) imple-
mented through the batman code (Kreidberg 2015) and one
using a trapezoid.
Transit fit: Free parameters are the epoch, orbital period,
semi-major axis over the stellar radius, and planet-star ra-
dius ratio. We fix the inclination at pi
2
, the eccentricity at
0, and limb darkening to a quadratic law with parameters
[0.1,0.3]. This is an intentionally oversimplified fit; our aim is
to obtain approximations to what the parameters would be
if the candidate was planetary in origin, even for extremely
noisy signals which will often not be planetary or indeed
astrophysical. As the method is intended to be used auto-
matically on large datasets, no fits will be checked by eye,
and hence only the most integral parameters can be fit for.
The fit is performed using a least squares minimisation for
simplicity. All features in Table 1 containing ‘Fit ’ derive
from this method.
Trapezoid fit: Free parameters are the phase of transit,
depth, time between 1st and 4th contact, and time between
2nd and 3rd contact. The orbital period is fixed. The fit is
performed using a least squares minimisation for simplicity.
All features in Table 1 containing ‘Trapfit ’ derive from this
method.
4.6 Feature Importance
RFs allow estimation of the features contributing the most
to the decision making process. Feature importance is es-
timated by considering where in the component Decision
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Trees features are considered - the higher up the tree, the
more power a given feature has over the final classification.
When averaged over the multiple Trees in a RF, this pro-
vides a ranking of features. Feature importances are shown
in Table 1, where features are ordered by their importance
to highlight the most significant.
To provide calibration, a feature consisting of randomly
generated numbers was added to the training set, and its
importance evaluated. The one feature with an importance
less than this random feature was excluded from the final
classifier.
4.7 Centroid Information
Due to its extremely precise autoguiding, NGTS is the first
ground based telescope to routinely use shifts in the cen-
troid position of a target during transit as a vetting method,
achieving precision of 0.75 milli-pixel on average, and 0.25
milli-pixel in the best cases. The full description of this pro-
cess is described in Gu¨nther et al. (2017). We trialled incor-
porating features marking significant centroid signals in the
autovetter, but finally adopted a hybrid system whereby the
centroid code independently flags certain targets. This is be-
cause certain forms of false positive, such as a blended tran-
siting planet, might cause significant centroid shifts while
still being interesting candidates that we may want to follow-
up. Incorporating centroid related features in the RF would
potentially downrank such candidates in a non-recoverable
way. Furthermore, using centroid features would require sim-
ulating them for the synthetic transits, a somewhat arbi-
trary process involving significant human input in terms of
the simulated distribution and thresholds used. When GAIA
DR2 becomes available, it may be possible to incorporate
centroid information in a sophisticated assessment of the
probability of a given signal to lie on a given GAIA target,
and this is planned in future development.
4.8 Optimization/parameters
The most important parameters defining the RF structure
are:
• nest The number of decision trees. In general, more trees
represent improved classification at the cost of more com-
puter resources, with diminishing returns.
• mf The maximum number of (randomly selected) fea-
tures considered at each split within a tree. A typically good
value is the square root of the number of features.
• d The maximum depth (number of splits) each tree can
have
• ms The minimum number of samples required to split
a node in the tree.
To optimize these parameters we use the TEST18
dataset. We perform a grid search over nest in [100, 300, 500],
mf in [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9], d in [2, 5, 8, 11,None], and ms in
[2, 3, 4, 5]. For each combination, the out-of-bag (OOB) score
was extracted from the RF. Each tree in the forest is fit us-
ing a random sample of the training data. The OOB score
is the accuracy of the classifier on each input using only
trees which were not trained using that input, and provides
a quick estimation of the accuracy of the RF. The best OOB
score (of 96.4%) was found for nest = 300,mf = 5, no max
depth and ms = 3. We adopt these values for mf and ms,
but apply a restriction on max depth, setting d = 8. This
is because although apparently better results are found for
no limit on tree depth, a RF with no max depth is prone
to overfitting, producing confident results in regions of pa-
rameter space not supported by the data. A larger depth
supports more parameter space complexity, which is not al-
ways justified. The difference in OOB score is marginal, at
95.5%.
As this classifier forms part of the NGTS pipeline, we
put further effort into minimising the processing time re-
quired. With the above fixed parameters, we varied nest,
finding that significant gains in OOB score stop being made
after an nest of 200. As such, we use 200 for our models.
We do not expect this optimisation to change significantly
through different pipeline versions, as while different ver-
sions will change the data quantity and specific detrending
characteristics, the nature of the classification problem itself
will not change.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Classification Metrics
With the form and parameters of the RF fixed, we turn
to the CYCLE1706 dataset for testing. We retrain the two
models with CYCLE1706, and use cross-validation to test
their performance. Cross-validating consists of successively
excluding blocks of inputs from the classifier, with the in-
puts in a random order. The classifier is then trained on the
non-excluded data, and the trained classifier used to clas-
sify the initially excluded inputs. A new classifier is trained
for each excluded block. In this way, classifications are ob-
tained for each input using classifiers which were not trained
on that input. The NGTS pipeline will continue to develop,
and hence using CYCLE1706, a version which the RFs were
not optimised on, is the ideal test for how they will perform
in practice. It is necessary to retrain the models however,
now and with each new pipeline version, to account for the
varying dataspan and noise properties which different ver-
sions present.
Classification problems are typically measured using a
series of standard metrics. Here we use three: the Precision
(the fraction of signals that are classified as planets which
are injected planets), the Recall (fraction of injected plan-
ets which are classified as planets), and the AUC (area un-
der the receiver-operator characteristic curve, see Fawcett
2006). These results are shown in Table 2, for models with
and without lightcurve noise related features (see Section
4.4) and with and without transit depth related features
(see Section 4.4 and Table 1). The overall performance of
the classifier is largely unaffected by these choices, showing
a slight improvement as more features are added, but this
masks divergent performance on specific subsets of candi-
dates. In summary, noise related features introduce biases
associated with specific fields and cameras used to generate
the training set, and are hence removed from here on. Depth
related features, when included, downrank several known
planets with deep transits (> 2%), as this is the limit of our
synthetic injections. Removing these features recovers these
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Table 2. Cross-validated classification scores for Random Forest
models.
Features used Precision Recall AUC
No Depth, No Noise 0.892 0.905 0.976
With Depth, No Noise 0.897 0.910 0.978
Cross-Validation 0.897 0.910 0.978
Train-Test 0.99 0.93 0.979
No Depth, With Noise 0.896 0.910 0.979
With Depth, With Noise 0.901 0.914 0.980
Precision and recall calculated using a threshold of 0.5
planets, at the expense of greater weakness to eclipsing bi-
naries. For the remainder of the paper, we explore models
without noise related features, but with (WD-RF) and with-
out (ND-RF) depth related features, as scientifically inter-
esting planets such as NGTS-1b (Bayliss et al. 2017) can
present deep transits.
For the WD-RF model, we show scores for both cross
validation and for performance on an unseen test set, which
consisted of one field of CYCLE1706 data not seen by the
classifier. The test set consisted of 2251 synthetic injected
planets and 348 real candidates, after period cuts were run
as described in Section 3. The numbers are unbalanced
as we used a single NGTS field with a limited number of
candidates, leading to an anomalously high precision but
otherwise comparable results. We proceed using the cross-
validation results, as they are similar if slightly lower and
incorporate more of the available data to produce the val-
ues.
We note that the scores are not precisely correct, as
their calculation assumes each training set is completely ac-
curate. As some fraction (unknown as yet) of our real can-
didates will be real planets, this assumption does not hold.
Given known planet occurrence rates and the hit rate of
other ground based surveys we expect the proportion of real
planets to be low enough to make little difference to the
scores. In Gu¨nther et al. (2017), we previously estimated
that ∼97% of all initial BLS detections in NGTS are caused
by false positives (eclipsing binaries and background eclips-
ing binaries) and false alarms (systematic noise). This value
is in line with the findings from other surveys. In compari-
son, initial detections in CoRoT and HAT contained 95-98%
of false signals (Almenara et al. 2009; Latham et al. 2009;
Hartman et al. 2011).
The distribution of probabilities output by the WD-
RF classifier is shown in Figure 4, for the real candidates
and synthetic injections. Probabilities are calculated using
cross-validation, in which the candidates are randomly or-
dered, and successive blocks of 500 are removed. For each
removed block, the classifier is trained on the remainder of
the candidates, and then used to classify the withheld 500.
The process is repeated with the classifier retrained each
time until all candidates have been classified. The efficacy
of the classifier at separating the two classes is evident. A
tail of real candidates with high probabilities of being in
the ’Planet’ class can be seen, and these represent poten-
tial planets discovered by the classifier. We note that there
are two use cases for the classifier here: one to identify high-
priority candidates, and the other to rank all the candidates.
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Figure 4. RF output planet probabilities for the real candidates
(blue) and synthetic injected transits (orange). A zoomed in inset
shows the few misclassified injections. Real candidates with high
planet probabilities are strong candidates for further followup,
unlike the majority of signals.
In the context of ranking, even a score of 0.2 puts a planet
above ∼80% of the signals.
5.2 Key Features
Feature importances are calculated as described in Section
4.6. We list the top 10 features here for the ND-RF model,
with a more detailed description than given in Table 1. Note
that the feature importances listed in Table 1 are for the
WD-RF model, which changes the order slightly.
• SOM θ1 Transit shape statistic, falling between 0 (for
transits similar in shape to the set of false positives) and
1 (for transits similar in shape to the synthetic injections).
The statistic is produced by comparing the binned transit
to a SOM generated from the complete set of candidates
and synthetic transits, and identifying the closest match. See
Armstrong et al. (2017) for a full description, and Figure 3
for the calculated distributions.
• TransitSNR The signal-to-noise of the detected tran-
sit signal, measured on the transit duration. The phase-
folded lightcurve is binned on 80% of the transit duration (to
avoid ingress and egress). TransitSNR is the bin value of the
in transit bin divided by the standard deviation of the out
of transit bins. Note that this measures the ‘detectability’ of
the transit. While the depth derived will not be accurate for
highly V-shaped transits, TransitSNR provides a measure of
how easily such transits will be seen by our BLS implemen-
tation. The distributions of TransitSNR are shown in Figure
5. We additionally show the distribution of transit depths
as measured by the trapezoid fit in Figure 6 to show the
difference between SNR and depth.
• SOM Distance When a signal is compared to the
SOM and finds its closest match, the distance between the
signal and this match is calculated. This is typically higher
for false positives (as these have a wider range of possible
shapes), and so the distance can help to resolve the classi-
fication in cases marginal in SOM θ1. The distribution of
SOM Distance is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5. As Figure 3 for the TransitSNR feature.
• Trapfit t14phase A trapezoid model is fitted to the
detected signal (see Section 4.5). One of the outputs of this
fit is the transit duration, in phase, between the 1st and 4th
contact points.
• Fit aovrstar We also use batman (Kreidberg 2015) to
fit a Mandel-Agol transit model to the detected signal (see
Section 4.5). One output from this fit is the putative planet’s
semi-major axis in units of the stellar radius.
• Rank Our BLS algorithm outputs the top 5 periodic
signals for each candidate. The rank (an integer between 1
for the strongest and 5 for the weakest) represents the order
for the signal under question.
• GAP RATIO The fractional width of the largest gap
in coverage in the phase-folded lightcurve.
• DELTA CHISQ The difference in χ2 between a box
model and a flat model for the peak BLS detection.
• MaxSecDepth The phase folded lightcurve is scanned
for secondary eclipses, between phase 0.3 and 0.7, using a
box of width the transit duration. The most significant pos-
sible secondary eclipse in this region is found and the mean
flux value in the eclipse extracted.
• AMP ELLIPSE The amplitude of any ellipsoidal
variation in the phase-folded lightcurve.
• NPTS TRANSIT The number of data-points within
the best fitting transit box.
5.3 Known Planets
Four published planets, 3 as yet unnamed confirmed NGTS
discoveries and 42 previously flagged planetary candidates
are available in the dataset for testing. These form ideal test
cases for the algorithm. Results for the confirmed planets
are shown in Table 3. For the ND-RF, all but one planet are
detected with scores greater than 0.5. From a ranking per-
spective, we note that even the lowest scoring planet, with
a score of 0.27, ranks in the top 15% of candidate signals,
demonstrating the efficacy of the RF in aiding detection. For
the WD-RF, the planets with transit depth larger than 2%
are predictably downranked, in particular HATS-43b with a
depth of 2.9%.
The 42 flagged planetary candidates will contain some
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Figure 6. As Figure 3 for the Trapfit depth feature. The his-
togram for real candidates (blue) extends to higher depths which
are not shown for clarity.
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Figure 7. As Figure 3 for the SOM Distance feature.
real planets and some false positives. The cumulative fre-
quency as a function of their RF output for these candidates
is shown in Figure 8, along with that for the entire set of sig-
nals studied. It is clear that the RF ranks the 42 candidates
much higher than the general background of signals, and
more so for a subset of the candidates. We note that there is
a bias in the sample studied here - as these are early results
from the survey, and pre-NGTS planets arise from ground
Table 3. Scores for observed known planets
Planet ND-RF WD-RF Discovery Reference
HATS-43b 0.95 0.04 Brahm et al. (2017)
WASP-98b 0.51 0.11 Hellier et al. (2014)
WASP-68b 0.86 0.93 Delrez et al. (2014)
NGTS-1b 0.73 0.65 Bayliss et al. (2017)
NGTS-xb 0.27 0.39 in preparation
NGTS-xb 0.63 0.20 in preparation
NGTS-xb 0.93 0.95 in preparation
ND-RF=No depth features, WD-RF=With depth features
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Figure 8. Normalised cumulative frequency of candidates for the
total set of BLS signals, i.e. in the majority false positives (blue),
for candidates already pre-selected by eye for follow-up (orange)
and for the pre-selected candidates ignoring those deeper than
2% or V-shaped (green). The difference of the orange and green
curves to the blue shows the model’s effectiveness at ranking good
candidates higher than the background of signals.
based surveys, the sample of candidates and planets is typi-
cally larger, with deeper transits than we expect on average.
Several of the highlighted candidates are shallower (in the
Neptune radius regime) however, with promising follow-up
work ongoing.
5.4 Highly Ranked Candidates
Both models highlight numerous candidates for further ob-
servations. The ND-RF flags 53 candidates with planet
probability>0.9, and 1355 with probability>0.5, out of a
total of 27498 that passed the period matching cuts. The
WD-RF flags 50 and 1294 respectively. These are in the ma-
jority but not exclusively the strongest BLS signals detected
on an object.
We cannot lay out all of these candidates here, but fo-
cus on the top 10 in each case to illustrate the power of the
method. Five of these top 10 overlap between the ND-RF
and WD-RF, demonstrating the robustness of the models.
In the WD-RF, the top 10 contain 4 candidates now under-
going follow-up spectroscopic observations (1 newly flagged
by this method), 3 candidates that were previously selected
by eye which were revealed as double lined spectroscopic bi-
naries from spectroscopy (none show obvious characteristics
which would exclude them as planets from the lightcurve
alone, demonstrating the importance of follow-up observa-
tions at this stage of development), 2 candidates which show
clear interesting potentially planetary signals but which are
blended with other targets in the photometric aperture, and
one candidate which shows an interesting signal but which
is likely a giant host star. These results are encouraging,
with 7 out of 10 candidates worthy of further follow-up and
the remainder understandable given the model inputs. These
latter 3 cases demonstrate a weakness - at present no infor-
mation is given regarding blending or host star type, and we
plan to incorporate features with this information in future
iterations. Such information will become readily available
with the GAIA DR2 data release.
The additional 5 candidates highlighted by the ND-RF
model show 2 candidates amenable to follow-up observations
(one new, one previously scheduled), 2 strong but too deep
candidates (4% and 3% transits, including one which is also
blended in the aperture), and one interesting signal but on
a likely giant host star.
6 VALIDATION TESTS
6.1 Sensitivity
An advantage of using a synthetic array of injected transits
is that we can test the performance of the RF on a known
dataset, investigating our sensitivity and providing some in-
terpretation of how the RF is working. We note however
that such a study can only take us so far - the distribu-
tion of real planets in the data may be different, especially
outside the range of the synthetic injections, and hence the
RF may respond differently. Without a sample of detected
planets from the mission this is impossible to test directly,
but early results on detected planets are promising (Section
5.3).
We begin by studying the parameters of the synthetic
transits which were not recovered, using cross-validated
probabilities in all cases and considering the WD-RF model.
Figures 9 and 10 show the output planet probability of the
transits as a function of their SNR, for synthetic injected
transits and for real candidates respectively. The SNR shown
here is measured as the depth of the binned transit, nor-
malised by the standard deviation of out-of-transit bins of
the same duration. The data shows that our sensitivity be-
gins to drop at SNR of 7-8, interestingly in line with the
threshold of 7.1 used by the Kepler pipeline (Thompson
et al. 2017, and reference therein), although their calcula-
tion of SNR is different. Below this threshold the uncertainty
on the model increases. While lower SNR planets are not al-
ways detected, the dispersion increases such that even at the
lowest measured SNR some injected planets are detected at
high confidence.
Having found the cut-off in sensitivity for SNR, we can
investigate what it is that causes the RF to drop these plan-
ets. The most important feature used by the RF is the SOM
θ1, and we plot the output planet probability as a function
of this and the SNR in Figure 11. Low SOM θ1 and low
SNR both cause a drop in planet probability. The cause of
this is twofold; either low SNR transits are misinterpreted
by the SOM as their shape is unclear, or grazing transits
with a pronounced V-shape, and hence low θ1, have natu-
rally lower depth and hence low SNR. Figure 12 shows the
output planet probability as a function of the transit depth
and orbital period. Longer period and decreased depth are
associated with lower planet probability as expected, as in
each case the SNR will drop. However it is encouraging that
for short periods where many transits are observed, there is
little dependence on transit depth, showing that our models
are not biased in this regard. The same is true for larger
depths and longer periods. We note that as shown in Figure
9, even the more extreme long period low depth transits are
sometimes detected by the model. Finally Figure 13 shows
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Figure 9. RF output planet probability as a function of transit
SNR for the synthetic injected transits, with higher SNR cases
not shown. The median planet probability for a series of bins is
shown as red crosses.
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Figure 10. As Figure 9 for real candidates.
the effect of the SOM distance on synthetic transits. Tran-
sits only have a high distance when they are at low SNR and
their shape is not well defined, highlighting that the criteria
is not solely SNR but a combination of SNR and how the
transit shape interacts with the noise in the lightcurve.
6.2 Field Dependence
As we injected transits into only a subset of observed fields,
it is important to check that the RF is not biased towards
candidates in these regions. This is potentially problematic,
as fields are observed by different cameras, and can have
differing noise properties, window functions, durations and
crowding. We verify this by plotting the planet probabil-
ity distribution for real candidates by field in Figure 14. If
candidates from a field are downranked due to their mem-
bership in that field, the distribution from that field will be
affected. The fields used for injections are highlighted, and
are not divergent from the set.
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Figure 11. Median planet probability as a function of Transit-
SNR and SOM θ1 statistic, for the synthetic injected transits.
Bins containing fewer than 5 candidates are in grey. Higher SNR
cases are not shown.
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Figure 12. As Figure 11 for injected transit depth and orbital
period. Bins containing fewer than 5 candidates are in grey. Larger
depth cases are not shown.
6.3 Outliers and Overfitting
A common issue when applying machine learning techniques
is overfitting; models can become confident about classify-
ing regions of parameter space not supported by the data,
especially when the model complexity is not justified by the
quantity of training data. More problematically, if training
data is sufficient but lacking in a particular region of pa-
rameter space, or outliers in the training set are present,
problems can occur which may be harder to diagnose. This
issue is particularly problematic where results on individual
cases are important, as is the case in a survey searching for
a relatively small number of planets. Overfitting may result
in overconfident classifications, or erroneous outputs for spe-
cific objects. Such errors can be shown during testing, but if
they occur in small regions of parameter space not covered
by the test set then identifying the issue, or even that there
was an issue, would be challenging.
Each machine learning method has options for guard-
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Figure 13. As Figure 11 for TransitSNR and SOM Distance,
for the synthetic injected transits. Bins containing fewer than 5
candidates are in grey. Higher SNR cases are not shown.
ing against overfitting. In the case of a RF, a key option is
the maximum depth of the component decision trees. The
depth is described in Section 4.8, and is the number of splits
each tree is allowed to make. Reducing the maximum depth
guards against overfitting, as it reduces the potential com-
plexity of the RF. For example, when optimising our models
with no maximum depth imposed, we obtained tree depths
of 25-30. Imposing a maximum depth of 8 did not signifi-
cantly change the accuracy of the models, and as such we
conservatively adopted this limit. Another option would be
to search for outliers (through for example an Isolation For-
est, Liu et al. 2008) and remove these before training.
In this context, we have an injected synthetic distri-
bution which by definition does not contain outliers (more
accurately, any outliers in our specific parameter space arise
because of peculiarities of the lightcurve rather than the
planet itself, and hence will be rare). The real candidates
will contain anomalous and unusual objects, but as these are
classified as false positives in the training set they will only
lead to the RF classifying other similarly unusual candidates
as false positives, which in this context is desirable. Note
that by anomalous here we describe unusual noise sources
and combinations of features; such objects will not typically
be scientifically interesting, and could in any case be tar-
geted separately if desired. In essence, for the purposes of
ranking candidates we do not consider outliers to be an issue
here. However, should one need to trust the output planet
probability for an individual candidate (for validation for
example), the issue is much more important. In such a use
case, subtle biases of the model must also be taken into ac-
count, and it is not yet clear how to adequately establish
trust on individual inputs for often fundamentally uninter-
pretable machine learning methods. We leave that develop-
ment for future work.
7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a method for ranking candidates from
a transiting planet search. Through incorporating random
forests and self-organising-maps we are able to obtain an
AUC score of 97.6% on data from the NGTS survey, show-
ing that such techniques are effective for ground based pho-
tometric data with complex window functions compared to
the space-based photometry typically used as a test case.
We demonstrate that machine learning methods can be ef-
fective for new and active surveys where a sizeable training
set does not yet exist by utilising injected synthetic tran-
sits. Such simulations further allow a degree of testing and
interpretability of the model.
Improvements to our method are possible, through in-
clusion of stellar data from the GAIA satellite, increasing the
size of the training set, taking more account of outliers and
the parameter space viewed by the model, and potentially
by exploring alternate inherently probabilistic classifiers. In
particular, understanding potential biases and improving re-
liability on individual candidates is crucial for fully taking
advantage of automated methods.
We also present a publicly accessible code, autovet,
which can calculate features from lightcurves and act as
a wrapper for various scikit-learn machine learning im-
plementations. Similar techniques are becoming increasingly
prevalent as surveys produce increasing quantities of data,
and will be crucial in maximising the scientific return of
missions such as TESS and PLATO.
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